THE SITUATION

THE SOLUTION

TransferGo is a registered payment service
provider operating in most of Europe. The
company is supervised by HM Revenue &
Customs (HMRC) under the Money Laundering
Regulations and regulated by the UK Financial
Conduct Authority (FCA) as an authorized
payment institution.

LayerV built the client cloud platform to accommodate the dynamic nature of a FinTech start-up.

Over the past three years they have built a
powerful network of over thirty banking partners.
Tens of thousands of people have quickly and
safely sent money home using their platform.

THE CHALLENGE
In 2015, the growth of the company was
putting their development under pressure and
was fighting for the absolute best services
and features that they could deliver to their
customers as quickly as possible.
The client was looking for a vendor to:

••

••

Improve collaboration between teams
(Business/Dev/Ops) by improving the
transparency required for effective decision
making,
Ensure faster time-to-market and improve
application delivery times

••

Develop stable and reliable operating
environments

••

Provide continuous release and deployment
to help plan, schedule and control the
movement of releases to test and live
environments.

••

Implement settings for availability for a
Service Level Objective (SLO) of 99% uptime
and general availability for service outside
of scheduled maintenance windows, thus to
give the possibility to scale up or down as
needed.
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TransferGo incorporated DevOps practices from
LayerV to utilize their company’s efficiency and
capabilities, thus, to get more done. TranferGo
was able to deliver applications with maximum
speed, functionality, and innovation.
Measurable benefits of implemented DevOps
practice implemented by LayerV include:

••

Shorter Development Cycle - broke down
unneccasry proccesses and applied a new
target development model.

••

Increased Release Velocity - reduced
deployment complexeties and improved
integration.

••

Improved Defect Detection - applying
validation checks to identify root cause
defects and prevent them from recurring.

••

Reduced Deployment Failures and
Rollbacks - Overall quality management and
release process improvements meant less
failures.

••

Reduced Time to Recover upon Failure 99% SLO uptime and general availability was
met due to newly improved DevOps process
and solution.

“ LayerV have been very helpful and
professional regarding the project we
specified recently. We are quite happy to
say that LayerV did a great job.”
TransferGo CTO

